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we describe how buildings constructed as part of an eighteenth century 
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from their social meaning and use. A similar separation between the physi-
cal building and its social use is inherent in methodologies such as energy 
audits that constitute key devices through which buildings are institution-
ally managed. We argue that these perspectives have overlooked how a sig-
nifi cant element of energy use arises from the complex practical interactions 
between people and infrastructure. From this perspective we argue that 
better outcomes for energy and heritage would result if greater contextual 
consideration was given to the existing possibilities afforded by historic 
buildings and their users. 
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Introduction: situating heritage and energy
Environmental conservation and heritage conservation emerged as linked movements 
in the nineteenth century, both animated by a desire to protect elements of the 
natural and built environment threatened by the destructive powers of modernist 
industrial capitalism.1 However in the context of widespread recognition of global 
climate change, measures to promote energy efficiency in buildings have often been 
seen to conflict with the preservation of buildings as ‘heritage’.2 In the UK and inter-
nationally, government policies promote improved energy conservation of historic 
buildings entailing profound modification through various forms of retro-fitted tech-
nologies that may be visually intrusive and disruptive to historic fabric.3 At the same 
time a range of legislative instruments promote protection of heritage which may 
constrain the kinds of modification that are possible.4 Consequently, while the aims 
of heritage conservation and energy conservation need not in principle conflict, 
practitioners responsible for the management, maintenance, repair and modification 
of historic buildings often experience a tension between governance devices intended 
to conserve historic buildings, and those intended to promote energy conservation. 
Such tensions are significant because at least 70% of the housing stock likely to exist 
in England in 2050 has already been built5 and 63% of the UK’s energy consumption 
can be attributed to the built environment.6

Applied heritage research has tended to focus on the thermal and energetic proper-
ties of historic buildings, as distinct from their social meaning and use.7 A similar 
separation between the physical building and its social use is inherent in methodolo-
gies such as energy audits that constitute key devices through which buildings 
are institutionally managed. These perspectives have overlooked how a significant 
element of energy use arises from the complex practical interactions between people 
and infrastructure. In order to adequately understand these processes, we argue, it is 
necessary to appreciate how buildings, technologies and people mutually shape one 
another through their interactions in particular social and historical contexts.8 Build-
ing on recent work,9 we aim to demonstrate how energy use is configured in historic 
buildings through specific relationships between people, materials and technologies. 
Our account highlights how buildings physically embody earlier regimes of energy 
use, and shows how such physical structures in turn frame and are re-worked, in 
relation to subsequent social practices. We suggest in conclusion that greater 
attention needs to be given to understanding energy use and heritage value, not as 
intrinsic physical properties but rather as indissolubly social and material components 
of buildings-in-use. From this perspective we argue that better outcomes for energy 
and heritage would result from giving greater attention to the existing, contextually 
specific, possibilities afforded by historic buildings and their users. 

This paper draws on interdisciplinary research, combining methods and perspec-
tives from history, archaeology, anthropology and engineering. Methodologies 
relating to these different disciplinary approaches foreground distinct material and 
temporal dimensions to the relationships between buildings and their inhabitants. 
Using archival and secondary sources, historical approaches help us understand how 
present built environments are constructed through various past activities; qualitative 
interviews focus on attitudes of present occupants and show how the past is 
constructed from their various perspectives; the energy audit approach starts from a 
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physical assessment of the building and helps us to understand the infrastructural 
consequences of past and future interventions. 

Our account focuses on three Georgian houses in the city of Durham, in the Unite d 
Kingdom. Originally built as domestic residences they were subsequently knocked 
together to house the History Department at Durham University and are now owned, 
used and managed by the University Estate. Although the University occupies a 
modern estate to the south of Durham City and has a campus at Stockton, many 
of its academic Departments and residential Colleges occupy the central area of 
Durham, on the iconic Peninsula and in the historic district known as Elvet. Durham 
City is dominated by its 1,000 year-old Cathedral and Castle, which were ‘inscribed’ 
as a World Heritage Site of ‘universal value’ in 1986, which is owned and managed 
by the University in partnership with Durham Cathedral. However, the majority of 
‘heritage’ buildings owned and occupied by Durham University were built in the 17th 
and 18th Centuries. These buildings were created when the North-East economy 
enjoyed unparalleled prosperity on the back of the region’s coal trade. Subsequently, 
in the 19th and 20th Centuries, when these buildings were incrementally converted 
from private residences into University Colleges and Departments, there was little 
money or motivation to alter their material fabric. Most Colleges and Departments 
occupy a range of houses, knocked through internally. Over the 20th Century these 
buildings were protected by Listings (the UK statutory regulation, protecting all 
buildings built before 1700 and most before 1840, especially those of special historical 
significance). The buildings of our study provide the built infrastructure for an insti-
tution that is characterised by transitory groups of people: students, academic staff, 
and visitors, present for periods of days, months and years.10 

Our account has three linked sections. In the first we describe how historical and 
archaeological perspectives illuminate how these buildings originally developed in 
relation to energy infrastructures based on coal. In the second, we present findings 
from qualitative research to reveal how these buildings are used and understood 
in the context of contemporary social practice. In the third section we outline 
how these social and historical processes result in a specific built and technological 
infrastructure in the energy management of the university estate today.

Building energy histories
Durham as a place to live, visit and work is characterised to a considerable degree 
by its built heritage. Despite the City’s world-famous medieval architecture, few 
buildings erected before 1650 remain in use today. The Cathedral and Castle are a 
thousand years old, but the majority of Listed historic buildings occupied by Durham 
University, and in the City as a whole, were last substantially rebuilt during the later 
17th and 18th Centuries11 — a period referred to by historians and historical archae-
ologists as the Georgian Era.12 Even modifications and new buildings made in the 19th 
and 20th Centuries generally occurred within the built framework established during 
the Georgian period. 

In this section we use an historical perspective to explore how energy regimes have 
framed and then been re-worked through subsequent social practice at a variety of 
scales. We (QL and AG) investigated the historical backgrounds of the buildings 
themselves, in their architectural layout, occupation, and subsequent re-configuration 
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as University structures. We also drew on secondary sources, in order to locate those 
buildings as social artefacts within broader patterns in energy management and con-
sumption through time. Finally, we investigated the household materiality of one such 
Georgian building by analyzing the account books of a wealthy 18th Century widow, 
the results of which are described elsewhere.13 This methodology highlights the 
ways in which, at given historical moments, energy, objects, and social relations are 
indissolubly intertwined. But because rebuilding of the housing stock only occurs at 
intervals (related to economic cycles), previous — and now supposedly outdated — 
energy regimes can remain embedded in the building stock of today. The buildings 
created by earlier energy regimes are even protected from future alteration by regula-
tory frameworks designed to protect their heritage value. In Durham, these Georgian 
structures are largely a product of a transition to industrial-capitalist modernity, 
rather than being a timeless, authentic remainder of a traditional past. Because of its 
location on the North-East coal field, Durham itself was an epicentre of this transi-
tion, and its building stock is a material manifestation of the high-carbon energy 
regime from which we are now seeking to retreat. 

We begin just off the Palace Green on the streets of North and South Bailey, which 
wrap around Durham’s world famous Cathedral and Castle (Figure 1). Along this 
connected street sits a whole series of buildings which are today owned and occupied 
by Durham University, including St John’s College, and the History Department. The 
houses have been connected by corridors, and one of the three was listed in May 1952. 
By that time, it was already in use as a University department, with teaching rooms 
and offices in what were once drawing rooms and bedrooms. Some of the buildings 
incorporate pre-1650 fabric, but all were substantially renovated (or built afresh) in 
the 17th and 18th centuries. The county gentry families which originally built and 
renovated the St John’s College buildings, the Bowes and Eden families, were seeking 
to break with older architectural traditions or reconfigure them in new ways. They 
used then modern and fashionable materials of brick and dressed stone to construct 
these houses; the prestige of brick and stone differentiating these houses from the 
majority of the town, which was up to 1650 built of timber-frame construction. Both 
buildings erected for the Bowes and Eden families are fronted with numerous large 
sash-windows, and multiple brick chimneys crown the tile roofs. The interiors of 
these buildings currently house institutional offices, educational spaces, and student 
accommodation but would have been striking and modern-looking in the 18th cen-
tury. The Bowes House, home to one of the wealthiest families in England in the 17th 
and 18th centuries,14 had provision for numerous servants, discrete dining rooms, 
bedrooms, and work areas, and was filled with fashionable items that rivalled wealthy 
gentry families in taste and fashion anywhere in Britain.15 Both families were deeply 
involved in the burgeoning Northeast coal trade and these buildings served as fash-
ionable town-houses from which the families could manage their substantial land-
holdings and coal pits. The History Department building, while not originally built 
exclusively for domestic use, was also built as part of the wealth generated by the 
coal boom in Durham in its Georgian heyday. The Georgian houses now occupied 
by the History Department offered amenities to wealthy coal magnates, serving as a 
coffee house in the 17th Century, also as a private residence, and as part of a large 
complex housing a legal practice in the 18th Century. These buildings look the way 
they did in the Georgian era, and do today, as a result of the explosive growth of 
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coal as an energy source and the social relations which arose around that change in 
energy regime. 

Coal had been utilized in Britain since at least Roman times,16 but remained mar-
ginal as its acquisition was more costly than then-plentiful wood. From the sixteenth 
century onwards, there was an acute timber shortage in Britain, and by contrast with 
today coal provided the only viable energy option. Coal resolved a complex and 
poorly understood environmental crisis brought on by the reliance on wood and the 
social relations surrounding its procurement.17 Coal mines were already operating 
around Durham in the 14th century, but by 1700, Durham collieries were shipping 
over 800,000 tons of coal per year.18 Between 1600 and 1800 an early Industrial 

fi gure 1 Location of History Department and St. John’s College in Durham City in the United 
Kingdom. The shaded area in the centre is the Durham World Heritage site.
© OpenStreetMap contributors. http://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright
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Revolution occurred in the Durham region, with coal mined along the Rivers Tyne 
and Wear exported primarily for fuel in houses and industrial processes elsewhere in 
Britain, especially London. North-east coal provided the energy that enabled London 
to become one of the largest cities in the world over the 17th and 18th Centuries19 and 
transformed England from an ‘advanced organic’ late medieval economy, into a coal 
and class-based industrial society.20 Although Newcastle upon Tyne and Sunderland 
on the River Wear were the major coal ports, Durham City was the administrative, 
legal, and polite urban centre for the elites prospering from the regional coal econom y, 
and these groups built or renovated town houses with profits from that economy. It 
is these town houses, and the facilities which their affluent residents required, which 
now house the University — especially the buildings around the Cathedral and Castle 
on the Peninsula, including St John’s college, and the History Department building, 
the focus of this paper. 

Durham’s Georgian houses, today labelled as ‘heritage’, are now widely seen as 
embodiments of ‘tradition’ but were modern and forward-looking when built. They 
used new materials, organized in new ways. Brick and glass sash-windows, two key 
components of the Georgian house, both emerged out of the coal era. The coal pits 
provided the source for brick earth and coal was used as fuel to produce the 
patented ‘Newcastle-upon-Tyne Crown Glass’ for use in the newly fashionable 
sash windows and Georgian shop frontages. Additionally, from the 17th century, 
coal-burning fires required enclosed fireplaces and chimneys, rather than the ‘open’ 
medieval hearths and braziers. Chimney technology had been known for centuries, 
and was adopted sporadically in Northwestern Europe, particularly by the clergy.21 
Only with the adoption of coal were chimneys incorporated as a standard feature of 
English houses — so successfully, in fact, that the English state instituted a Chimney 
Tax in the late 17th Century.22 Thus, Georgian modernity represented a turn towards 
the byproducts of coal mining in its construction methods. Though seemingly 
innocuous, the very material structure of Georgian houses in Durham was bound up 
with this coal extraction.

Likewise, the shift to a high-carbon coal-based energy regime was an indissolubly 
social and material transition, constituted by changes in architectural structure, and 
affected by changing social practice. The forms and layouts of Georgian houses were 
novel in their organization, and reliant upon changing sensibilities wrought by the 
new energy regime. Although beginning somewhat earlier than the decisive shift to 
coal in the 17th Century, there was a complex of cultural and social changes over the 
15th and 16th centuries that Matthew Johnson refers to as a process of ‘closure’.23 
Generalized interior spaces, typified by the medieval open hall, were increasingly 
segmented into rooms associated with specific tasks, and ceilings were inserted to 
conceal open timber-framed roofs. This ‘closure’ of the internal space within the 
home also involved a growing symbolic distinction between interior and exterior 
space. Interior domestic space became associated with the modern concept of ‘com-
fort’, an aesthetic and emotional category predicated upon the enclosure of interior 
spaces from the ‘natural’ world outside.24 We live with the legacy of that cultural 
change today, in the expectations for warmth and furnishings in our domestic, work 
and, in the case of a university such as Durham, institutional, environments. This 
theme of comfort and its contemporary repercussions is analysed in the section to 
come. 
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The new energy regime proceeded with changes in social relations, especially 
labour. While wood had been procured and circulated through a variety of kinship, 
tributary, and mercantile social networks, the acquisition of coal was almost entirely 
commercial, and required new forms of labour.25 It required men to mine and move 
it; required women to move it around households and to keep the house clean of 
coal-burning by-products. The shift towards enclosed agriculture in the region (where 
the open fields worked in common, were rationalised into ring-fenced farms) was 
equally commercial, and geared to providing the coal workforce with caloric 
energy.26 This, in turn, had a relationship to the energy source for light in Durham 
houses, after dark. A key product from the region’s farms was the animal fat turned 
into tallow from Durham’s sheep and cattle herds. Utilising a by-product from the 
livestock raised to provide coal miners with cheap meat and butter (and the calorific 
energy needed to mine and move coal), this tallow-fat became the primary source 
of candles for interior lighting — another key requirement of the new sensibility of 
interior comfort established in Georgian England. Thus social and economic relations 
in the Durham region during the Georgian era formed a system based on energy-use 
from coal. 

Durham’s heritage buildings, including St John’s College and the History Depart-
ment building exist in their current material form as a by-product of the transition 
to a high-carbon, coal based energy regime. They were built from the profits of coal, 
in a style and using materials derived from coal extraction, and to suit the tastes and 
social organization of families and individuals who were invested in and enmeshed 
into the industrial-capitalist modernity that coal powered. 

Since these buildings were acquired by Durham University they have been modified 
to function as a space in which academics work and teach. Internally the layout has 
been modified to enable what were originally three domestic buildings to act as a 
single institutional space, that inhabitants describe as ‘warren like’. In response to 
health and safety requirements fire doors and fire escapes have been added. Energy 
infrastructures have also been upgraded, including the installation of modern central 
heating, and strip lighting in rooms. The majority of infrastructural changes have 
been driven by institutional requirements, undertaken in order to make these spaces 
functional as offices, meeting rooms and teaching spaces, compliant with relevant 
legislation on health and safety and working environments. While aspects of the 
building have been protected by the building’s listed status, changes to other parts of 
the building have been undertaken with little consideration of the building’s historic 
character. 

Despite these modifications, the basic fabric and layout of the building remains 
relatively unaffected. Thus the historic processes described above remain materially 
embedded in Durham’s heritage housing stock, providing a physical legacy that users 
and managers of these buildings interact with today.

The past in the present
Where historical accounts help us to understand the emergence of buildings as the 
physical sedimentation of social processes over time, we employ qualitative social 
research methods to highlight how the material traces of these processes are under-
stood by present users of these buildings. Over three months at the start of 2013, RDJ 
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interviewed and observed ten members of the University’s academic staff, seven 
University employees in energy management and administration and six employees of 
contractors engaged by the University (electrical and mechanical engineers). Three 
of the interviews also included tours of departments, or ‘energy walks’ so that areas 
of concern could be observed. Among the University interviewees were six depart-
mental and two college based ‘Energy Champions’ tasked with decreasing the energy 
consumption of their peers. As a piece of qualitative research, the aim was to illumi-
nate through detailed conversation and observation the range of attitudes and prac-
tices that characterise inhabitants’ understandings of their interactions with historic 
buildings. In this section we focus on attitudes and perspectives emerging from 
semi-structured interviews with the Energy Champion and academics who work in 
the History Department of Durham University. These interviews addressed concerns 
about their own general energy use, everyday energy practices, attitudes towards 
energy in an historic, academic building and their perceptions of the attitudes of their 
colleagues. We contextualise the responses through a broader range of perspectives 
from users of other historic buildings across the estate and use the combined data to 
explore the contemporary lived energy regimes of these buildings and their occupants. 

The history Building is today inhabited by a range of people. Academic staff have 
individual offices in which they undertake research and some small group teaching. 
Postdoctoral researchers and graduate students have shared office space, as do depart-
ment administrators. Students have a more transient relationship to these buildings, 
through interactions with academic members of staff and administrators. As for 
other Higher Education Institutes, Durham University attaches explicit significance 
to the reduction of energy consumption both for environmental and economic 
reasons. Energy reduction targets are pursued through ongoing processes of infra-
structural upgrading, undertaken by the University Estates department, including 
retrofitting low-energy lighting, improving thermal insulation and improving effi-
ciency of heating. Working in parallel ‘Greenspace’, exists as a department dedicated 
to reduction of energy through explicitly targeting ‘behavioural change’. From this 
perspective they seek to promote energy reduction by raising awareness of ‘wasteful’ 
behavior. The head of Greenspace explained the problem of lack of consciousness 
and ownership of these problems, relating this to the need for a fundamental change 
in mentality of building occupants: 

If you came into this room and that chair had a leg missing, you’d probably report it. 
You’d say ‘I sat on that chair and it had a leg missing, it’s not safe’. But if you’re in the 
toilet and there’s a tap dripping, do you report it? No. We report things that are broken, 
but not things that aren’t working effi ciently or properly. [. . .] We need to build it in 
people’s minds that they’re allowed to comment, they’re allowed to say something.

Staff in the History Building, as elsewhere, are encouraged to be conscious of the 
energy impact of their activities, including though emails and posters seeking to 
reduce waste by encouraging occupants to turn off lights, heating, computers and 
other key appliances when not in use. Additionally Energy Champions provide a link 
between departments and the Estate, as departmental members tasked with helping 
to change the behavior of other building occupants, through awareness-raising. 
University management structures relating to energy therefore institutionalize a 
distinction between physical infrastructure and behavior. 
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The heritage context of Durham University is also given explicit value in institu-
tional discourses. In particular the architecture and history of Durham are central to 
promotional materials for various students and publics that often stress the connec-
tion between the physical environment of Durham and the institutions longstanding 
tradition of scholarship. For those involved in the management of the estate, these 
different forms of institutional value are often seen to be in conflict. Historic build-
ings are characterized as ‘old and leaky’ and heritage designations are seen to protect 
elements of built infrastructure in ways that can constrain energy-related retrofit.

For inhabitants of the History Building ideas about heat and comfort were 
informed by the complex evaluative and emotional connections developed through 
experience in the places they worked. Though few demonstrated detailed knowledge 
of the chronologies, dates or eras of these buildings, many expressed satisfaction at 
the sense of ‘history’ they understood them to embody. Notably, researchers in his-
toric buildings commented positively their ‘character’. John, an American academic, 
demonstrates the complex evaluative and emotional connections people develop 
through experience in the places they work.

[The building gives] a sense of being part of some sort of continuity [. . .] it gives you a 
sense of peace and purpose. You’ve got it all around [. . .] it counts for something.

Thus the complex and specific historic processes outlined in the previous section are 
largely reduced to a generalized sense of ‘pastness’ for modern occupants and users.27 
Occupants appreciate these buildings as embodiments of ‘tradition’, and for the ways 
in which they index continuity with the past. As embodiments of this past, historic 
buildings are positively connected to a range of emotions and identities in the present. 
As the previous quote illustrates, these include feelings of peace and tranquillity and 
the sense of ‘purpose’ that comes from working in a place inhabited by generations 
of previous scholars. Described as having ‘character’, these university buildings are 
thus thought to embody a broader set of ideas about the university as an historic 
place, prompting their occupants to draw links to scholarship in the past. From this 
perspective one member of staff explained: “As an academic, there is a historical 
aspect to an act of scholarship, entering into something greater than the self, and in 
a building that is physically tangible”.

Academic staff raised concerns about levels of heat or light in the historic buildings 
they worked in. Their relationship to the building was mediated by its role as a place 
of work and as employees they came to these buildings with certain expectations of 
comfort. From this perspective the lack of specific features including uniform and 
reliable heating, double glazing and numerous light switches was sometimes seen 
as a problem. A researcher working in an attic office in another nearby Georgian 
building commented positively on the character of the building, but made explicit 
how historic preservation of buildings intersects with the considerations of building 
users:

If people here are studying and they’re freezing, we need to make changes. Health is more 
important and more of a priority than preserving the historical site. No historical site 
should be preserved at the risk of endangering us. . . . I put the intrinsic value of a person 
above the state of a building.

In some cases interviewees prioritised concerns such as health and safety in a working 
environment over the preservation of buildings. Others voiced concerns about 
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inefficiency and lack of environmental sustainability. From this perspective, most 
were willing to accommodate some degree of change, for example replacing windows 
to improve energy efficiency and comfort.

Interviewees balanced their complaints about what historic buildings lacked with 
an appreciation of the sense of place they felt these Georgian era buildings generated. 
In many cases appreciation of these positive benefits was accompanied by a willing-
ness to compromise on inconveniences and minor discomforts. On a visit to John, a 
junior researcher originally from the US, we found his boots were on the radiator and 
he was warming his socks. During the course of the interview, he put these on, and 
remarked that now his feet were warm he was ‘good to go’. Asked about his attitude 
to the building, John responded that ‘despite all its warts and bruises, I like it’. Later 
he elaborated:

Yes, I complain [about the temperature] but in the US we don’t have such old, historic 
faculties, most of the ones I studied in were from the 80s and 90s. . .But I look at it as, 
by being here, I’m preserving a piece of the past and continuing what it is like to study 
here, in this place, for the past hundred years. So there are comforts that aren’t there, but 
the historical value outweighs it. 

In this sense the attributed historic value of the building informs the way in which 
comfort is understood. 

Research by the Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance in 2012 found that 
‘there is no work on user behaviour focused specifically on traditional buildings, [nor] 
on whether the behaviour of users of traditional buildings might be any different 
to that of occupants of any other types of building stock’.28 Our research begins to 
illuminate this issues. While expectations of appropriate levels of heating and light 
are partly configured in relation ideas about acceptable standards for modern 
working environments, we have shown how building users’ understandings of the 
material infrastructure of historic buildings effects their assessments of ‘appropriate’ 
levels of light or heat. As we elaborate in the concluding section this has implications 
for the management of these buildings, suggesting the potential for interventions to 
modify practices relating to energy use by altering occupants understandings of the 
buildings they inhabit. 

Energy infrastructures
Energy audits are used to understand the physical and technological properties of 
buildings, in order to identify improvements in energy usage.29 They range from 
detailed real time monitoring of energy consumption to the inspection of consump-
tion data or a walk through the premises to observe energy systems in use. In this 
section, we describe a walk through energy audit as applied to our case study, the 
History Building and argue that the findings highlight a broader set of issues 
that result when historic buildings are modified, used and managed as part of 
institutional estates. 

Employing standard methodologies,30 an energy audit was undertaken on the build-
ings that make up the university’s History Department. This entailed description and 
assessment of the physical properties of the building, energy consumption data and 
of technical infrastructure pertaining to heating, lighting and energy use within the 
building. 
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As is common in historic buildings, the History Department buildings have been 
subject to a range of interventions having taken place at different times. This often 
results from institutional budgetary constraints, allowing only certain areas to be 
targeted. Over time, elements such as heating plants, radiators, electric lighting and 
power supplies have been added and taken away as they become obsolete or beyond 
repair. The energy infrastructure of the History Department is therefore produced 
through a series of piecemeal interventions, resulting in an overall system that is 
less than optimally efficient in technical terms, and which also creates a range of 
operational interfaces that are confusing for users. 

The energy audit reveals how the lack of capacity for inhabitants to adapt existing 
heating technologies, promotes energy inefficient user-led adaptations in forms of 
behaviour that allow heating or cooling. The heating system is linked to a centralised 
boiler plant over which building users have no control resulting in some rooms being 
overheated. Open windows were observed when the audit was undertaken in March 
when there were freezing temperatures and snow lying outside. Lighting technologies 
similarly resulted in waste as a consequence of poor adaptation to user needs. Motion 
sensors for lighting were only installed in some of the communal areas resulting in 
lights switched on in stairwells and corridors when not necessary. 

Built during a period in which internal lighting technologies were limited, the 
buildings now used by the History Department were originally built to allow natural 
lighting and ventilation. In respect to their current use as office spaces, and in 
response to shifting attitudes and regulations, most rooms are now routinely lit 
by overhead electrical lighting during daylight hours. As discussed in the previous 
section, electrical lighting in this sense represents a response to the expediencies of 
contemporary institutional realities. However the energy audit reveals how the con-
figuration of these spaces has tended to work against rather than with the possibilities 
afforded by the existing building. As well as highlighting the possibility for more 
responsive and more efficient forms of lighting, the energy audit therefore also 
suggests greater consideration of how existing natural light can best be utilised. 

Our research employs the energy audit as a methodological tool to help understand 
the energy infrastructure of our case study building. From this is evident that many 
of the elements of the system that would promote high energy usage are not inherent 
in the historic structure and fabric of the building. Rather these relate to the ways in 
which it is used and managed as part of an estate. Expectations of the university, 
embedded in wider legislative frameworks relating to health and safety and minimum 
working standards, coincide in a view of ‘space’ as a resource to be managed. From 
this perspective technical solutions have been applied, often paying little attention 
to previous histories of intervention, and often with little consideration of how 
adaptations might effectively utilise existing architectural features. 

Conclusion and recommendations
Our research highlights how buildings are socially and historically constructed 
through the intersecting practices of a range of people, in ways that are simultane-
ously material and social. In the context of Durham University Estate we have pointe d 
to some of the different processes and perspectives that animate these processes, past 
and present. From an historical perspective we have argued that buildings change and 
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develop through processes that play out over long periods of time, and have described 
how people both shape and are shaped by the buildings they inhabit. We have sug-
gested that buildings can be seen as a physical sedimentation of historic processes, 
and have explored through qualitative research how these structures are understood 
today as part of a university estate. Running through our account has been the 
insistence that energy use inheres in attitudes and practices that are socially and 
historically specific and that result from complex interrelationships between people 
and material infrastructures. 

These findings have implications for the ways in which both energy and heritage 
are managed in institutional contexts. The designation of historic buildings and the 
management of energy have both tended to assume and perpetuate a distinction 
between buildings, understood as physical ‘infrastructure’, and people, understood as 
‘behaviour’. In line with the broader tenets of heritage conservation,31 heritage desig-
nations give weight to the ‘intrinsic’ significance of buildings, and correspondingly 
give less significance to the values they are socially attributed. Institutional mecha-
nisms to reduce energy consumption have tended to separate ‘behavioural’ from 
‘technological’ factors, and have emphasized the latter over the former in targeting 
reduction of energy consumption. A related issue is that existing decision-making 
processes relating to the management of historic buildings are often driven by 
externally imposed targets and legislative frameworks, rather than the expediencies 
of specific buildings and users.32 

Our research suggests that such approaches fail to recognise key factors determin-
ing energy use in historic buildings and that better outcomes could result for both 
heritage and energy conservation, through approaches that start instead from the 
perspective of specific buildings-in use. From this perspective the locus of intervention 
would shift from top-down attempts to modify ‘behaviour’ and ‘infrastructure’ to the 
facilitation of processes that aim to promote context specific accommodations 
between buildings and users. Concretely, this implies the need for shifts in institu-
tional culture combined with the development of methodologies that take these 
context-specific social and historical considerations into account. Although such 
methodological considerations are beyond the scope of this paper, our research sug-
gests some of the ways in which this broad approach might facilitate better outcomes 
for energy use and the preservation of historic buildings. 

Greater understanding of the energy histories of buildings could inform the proc-
esses by which such buildings are modified and adapted as part of contemporary 
energy infrastructures. The architectural historian Alexander Brand writes of the need 
to ‘learn’ from buildings. Rather than impose top-down technological solutions, he 
advocates paying close attention to the potential afforded by historic architectural 
features for creative adaptation and re-use. Buildings designed for the requirements 
of Georgian industrialists, clearly need adaptation to meet the institutional require-
ments of a university in the twenty-first century. However an historical understanding 
of building’s previous uses can help to inform how buildings are reconfigured for 
present requirements. For example, in the History Building the generous-sized panes 
of glass of 18th Century sash windows result in high levels of natural daylight. This 
could be more effectively utilised through careful consideration of the layout of 
rooms, and the use where necessary of low energy task-specific lighting. Similarly, 
sash windows if properly maintained allow effective ventilation that could be better 
utilised alongside mechanical methods of heating and cooling. 
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While building fabric and the behaviour of inhabitants are both important deter-
minants of energy usage, we have argued that the relationship between these is often 
complex. Historic buildings may be given a range of positive and negative meanings 
by their occupants and these in turn relate to different forms of inhabitation and 
use.33 These have consequences for energy consumption, for example relating to dif-
ferent understandings of appropriate levels of ambient heating, ventilation and light. 
One practical implication of this finding is that if understanding of the significance 
of a building effects user evaluations of appropriate levels of comfort, there may be 
scope to reduce energy usage through modifying awareness of a building’s history and 
significance. Currently staff who use the Georgian buildings in Durham University 
estate have little understanding of their historic importance beyond a generic sense of 
‘character’ and ‘tradition’. By increasing awareness of the historic features of these 
buildings, specifically as they relate to energy use, it might be possible to engender 
attitudes that promote more effective use of the infrastructural legacies of the past. 

Finally, our research suggests that inefficiencies relating to energy use in historic 
buildings may derive less from their intrinsic physical characteristics than from the 
ways in which institutional contexts produce energy infrastructures that leave little 
room for user adaptation. By contrast to domestic settings, inhabitants have very 
little control of energy infrastructures, notably those that relate to heating and light-
ing. In these circumstances people may seek to regulate their environment through a 
range of energy inefficient improvised adaptations. As with other kinds of buildings,34 
targeting such behaviour is unlikely to be successful unless this is tackled in relation 
to the physical infrastructure and institutional contexts in which this arises. Brand 
highlights how historic buildings have by their very nature been adapted to different 
uses over long periods of time. The key to improving energy efficiency in institution-
ally managed buildings may thus, to a large extent, depend on facilitating these proc-
esses of adaptation, allowing buildings to ‘learn’ from their inhabitants by effectively 
adapting to them. 
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